Characteristics, such as the support limit and distortions, of minimum mean-squared error (MSE) N-level uniform and nonuniform scalar quantizers are studied for the family of the generalized gamma density functions as N increases. For the study, MSE-optimal scalar quantizers are designed at integer rates from 1 to 16 bits/sample, and their characteristics are compared with corresponding asymptotic formulas. The results show that the support limit formulas are generally accurate. They also show that the distortion of nonuniform quantizers is observed to converge to the Panter-Dite asymptotic constant, whereas the distortion of uniform quantizers exhibits slow or even stagnant convergence to its corresponding Hui-Neuhoff asymptotic constant at the studied rate range, though it may stay at a close proximity to the asymptotic constant for the Rayleigh and Laplacian pdfs.
I. Introduction
The goal of the paper is to study asymptotic characteristics, specifically the mean-squared error (MSE) distortion, the support limit and the innermost threshold, of MSE-optimal N-level scalar quantizers as N increases. Toward this goal, we design MSE-optimal uniform and nonuniform scalar quantizers at integer rate ≡log   from 1 to 16 for the common generalized gamma probability density functions (pdfs) [1] and compare their characteristics with the corresponding formulas in order to gain insights and assess accuracy of the formulas in the studied rate range.
The results show (1) that the asymptotic formulas for the support limit and the innermost threshold are generally accurate in both uniform and nonuniform quantizers for all the considered pdfs, (2) that the distortion of nonuniform quantizers is observed to converge in such a consistent manner that it can be predicted quite accurately from the Panter-Dite asymptotic constant when  ≥ , and (3) that the distortion of uniform quantizers exhibits slow convergence to its corresponding Hui-Neuhoff asymptotic constant: from a close proximity to the limit for the Rayleigh and Laplacian; and from a distance for the Gaussian and gamma pdfs.
Additional terms in the asymptote formulas improve accuracy quite considerably and in many cases dramatically, making the formulas useful especially when  ≥ .
The numerical data obtained for the common generalized gamma pdfs in Table 1 for the study are generally consistent with those previously reported [2] ~ [7] , whose considered rates range to 6 or in some cases 8. In this paper we extend the study numerically to higher rates up to 16 for both uniform and nonuniform quantizers and, more importantly, The main contribution of the paper is quantification of the accuracy of asymptotic formulas for optimal uniform and nonuniform scalar quantizers, some of which are rederived with more terms than previously given, e.g., [2] , [8] . The significance of the paper comes from the fact that the formulas herein enable one to evaluate accurately the characteristics of optimum quantizers without actually designing and/or implementing them. For example, one does not have to design an optimum 300-level uniform/nonuniform quantizer for a Gaussian pdf but can assess its important characteristics including the distortion using the obtained formulas in this paper. To the best of the authors' knowledge the results presented in this paper have not been reported previously in the literature.
The paper begins in Section 2 with the source densities of interest, background on scalar quantization and MSE distortion. Section 3 identifies quantizer characteristics chosen for the study, summarizes from [2] , [8] the results on the optimal support limit and asymptotic expressions for distortion of uniform scalar quantizers, finds their counterparts of nonuniform scalar quantizers, and compares them with those of designed quantizers. Finally, Section 5 concludes.
II. Sources and Quantizers
We focus on quantization of an absolutely continuous, real-valued random variable  with a pdf denoted . As in [2] , we consider only symmetric pdfs because this simplifies the analysis and because many common pdfs are symmetric, e.g., Gaussian. We assume throughout that  has finite variance   .
Source Density Functions
We focus on the generalized gamma pdfs. A generalized gamma (G-Γ) density [1] takes the form 
Scalar Quantizers
For the previously described pdfs, we focus on uniform and nonuniform scalar quantizers that are symmetric with an even number of levels because they are easier to work with and because for large N these assumptions have negligible effect. That is, the asymptotic expressions we find hold equally for asymmetric quantizers and for quantizers with odd numbers of levels, with the exception of the innermost threshold   , defined shortly, because it is specialized for even N. Note that whenever N is mentioned, it will be presumed that   , and likewise whenever K is mentioned, it will be presumed that   . Thus, some formulas will be expressed in terms of N, some in terms of K, and some in terms of both. An N-level symmetric uniform scalar quantizer
 with an even number of levels and step size  is an N-level symmetric scalar quantizer   whose nonnegative half has the following properties:
We will call   the support limit of   , interval       the inner region, and its complement the outer region. Although the granular distortion region                   and the overload region, its complement, are commonly used, we prefer to use the inner and the outer regions associated with the support limit   , since this simplifies expressions somewhat. We note that the difference is insignificant for large K in the case of the optimal uniform quantizers considered in this study because their step sizes → as →∞.
When applied to a symmetric , the MSE distortion of a symmetric scalar quantizer   with an even number of levels    is given by
Quantizer   is said to be optimal if it minimizes the distortion. We will express    as the sum of the inner distortion, denoted     , and the outer distortion, denoted     , which are given by
These will be used without the argument, i.e., ,   and   , when the quantizer under consideration is understood or confusion is not likely. We note that   roughly corresponds to the granular distortion when K is large and       is finite, which is the case for optimal uniform and nonuniform quantizers for G-Γ pdfs with  ≥ , and similarly   to the overload distortion.
III. Characteristics of Optimal Quantizers
In this section specific formulas are given for the characteristics of optimal quantizers and compared with the numerical values of the designed quantizers. Although there may be many different notions of important characteristics of optimal quantizers, we choose, as such, the support limit   and distortions   ,   and . We also include the first positive threshold   , which will be called the innermost step size, a characteristic that tells how a quantizer treats small input values. In the case of uniform quantizers, the innermost step size   equals the step size  and is related with   through          , whereas that of a nonuniform quantizer has no known general relationship, hence its choice.
These formulas and many others in this paper use the following "" and "" notation:    denotes a quantity that vanishes as →∞; given a function ,    denotes a quantity such that    vanishes as →∞, and    denotes a quantity such that    vanishes as →. The subscript on "" will sometimes be dropped when it is clear from context. In addition, given a function or constant ,  denotes a quantity such that  remains bounded as N varies, and  is defined similarly.
Optimal Uniform Quantizers

The Support Limit and the
Innermost Step Size
Hui and Neuhoff [2] developed a method for characterizing the asymptotic form of the support limit   of an optimal uniform quantizer    in terms of N and the density p, and gave specific formulas for certain densities. The step size  of an optimal quantizer can of course be found from
The optimal  can be found setting the derivative of (1) 
where
Noting that
then dropping the  terms, and taking logarithms yield
which can be put into the following form: When      ln is equated with   , its solution for  is denoted   , giving point . Next refinement begins with evaluating  at     at point  and goes on to point  and so on. When proceeded, it yields 
When back substituted and expressed in terms of N,
gives the following expression for the support limit   :
from which the following expression is derived using the binomial series of
Eq. (8) is a rederived version of Eq. (48) of [2] with more terms. Then, an expression for the innermost step size   can be found from the fact that
and hence
The result is given in Table   2 as    .
The Distortions
The following from Thm. 4 of [8] is for the distortion of (not necessarily optimal) uniform quantizers with     and      : for a symmetric uniform quantizer    with even    ( ≥ ) and step size  applied to a symmetric pdf
where 
We note that a slightly sharper result for the 
and for the Laplacian and gamma pdfs (   and
The asymptotic constant of the distortion is obtained from (17):
The limit value in the right hand side will be called the Hui-Neuhoff asymptotic constant, denoted   , as it was first reported by them [2] . Table 1 lists   for the common G-Γ pdfs.
Optimal Nonuniform Quantizers
The Support Limit and the
Innermost Step Size
For a symmetric quantizer    soptimized for a G-Γ density parameterized by , the support limit 
Solving (23), we obtain
We note that the primary dependence of 
The Distortions
The asymptotic formula for the inner distortion These agree well with the previous reports, e.g., [6] .
An asymptotic expression for the outer distortion      in (3) can be obtained using the formula for optimal   and noting that   is the centroid of The distortion     has the following limit value:
We refer to the limit as the Panter-Dite asymptotic constant. For the common G-Γ pdfs it is tabulated in Table 1 .
IV. Numerical Results and Discussion
Tables 3~6 show the innermost step size   , support limit   , and distortion D of optimal symmetric uniform and nonuniform quantizers for the common G-Γ pdfs with the unit variance. The superscript U denotes those of uniform quantizers and similarly * nonuniform quantizers. These optimal quantizers are designed using Max's approach [3] and agree generally with the previous reports as already mentioned in Section 1. Figure 3 shows the values of   and   for optimal uniform and nonuniform quantizers for the common unit-variance G-Γ pdfs. Their corresponding formulas that are used to obtain numerical results are summarized in Table 2 Table 2 , or the multi-term formula (17) with the dropped  term shows improved accuracy at the studied rates and the improvement is quite dramatic in many cases. For the Gaussian pdf, the two-term asymptote has a dramatically improved accuracy, resulting in an error of less than 1% for  ≥ , and the six-term formula from Eq. (17) Additional terms in the asymptote exhibit quite considerably improved accuracy for all the studied common generalized gamma pdfs and, in many cases the improvement is dramatic. Roughly speaking, when  ≥ , the asymptotic formulas (multi-term formulas especially in the case of uniform quantizers) can predict the characteristics of optimal quantizers quite accurately, whether it is the innermost step size, support limit or distortion. Table 2 . Asymptotic formulas for optimal quantizer for the G-Γ pdfs 
